§1. Introduction
In the previous paper [9] the auther reports that we can give another proof of imbedding theorems for Sobolev spaces.
The purpose of this paper is to develop our proof precisely. We also discuss imbedding theorems for Sobolev spaces with mixed norm and the boundary values of functions belonging to some Sobolev spaces.
For functions /(#) defined in an open set @ in the real n-dimensional space R a we introduce the norm where x=(x',x"\ x'^R\x' r^Rnn \Q r (x rr^ = {x r \ (#',#")££}, and Q" is the set of all points x" such that (V, #")ej2 for some x'. For /eC°°02) we define the semi-norms 13 when / is a non-negative integer, or (!•!') I/"! l,P,n-m,o = S
*-^r c/]+ŵ
hen / is factional. 23 We define also the norms =k is an integer ( [1] , [16] , [17] , [18] ). But the author P It is known that the imbedding also exists when Kp = q<*2 and. n~m =k is an integer ( [1] , P has no proof based on our method.
For /--^->&--^ existenc P V by using Holder's inequality and Jessen's inequality only.
I'l
The essential part of the theorem is in the case /--P In the case Q<m<n the existence of the imbedding For / "ir^k-existence of the imbedding is easily proved means the fact if /e W ltp (£), then the trace of the function on mdimensional hyperplane 5 is well defined and belongs to the space Sobolev [14] gave a proof for the case where /, k are integers.
Imbedding theorems for Sobolev spaces

59m
= n and \<p<q. Sobolev [15] proved for the case where / and k are integers and /--->k---.
Krondrashov [5] and 'Sobolev [15] discussed also Holder continuity of the trace (see §3. Theorem 1'). Du Plessis [13] proved the case m = Q, k is fractional; that is, imbeddings into .3*00).
Gagliardo [2] , [3] and Nirenberg [11] gave a proof for the case / and k are integers, which is quite different from that of Sobolev. They moreover proved "the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality", u iP where JL = _g_ + 1~'a , 0<0<1.
P r
For the case / or k is fractional, Besov [1] , Uspecskii [17] , [18] announced their results. Nirenberg [11] also refers to this case. Taibleson [16] also gives a proof for the case Q = R".
Another method to investigate the spaces of fractional order is that of the interpolation of spaces. Using this method Peetre [9] gave a proof of the theorem for the spaces of fractional order.
In this paper we employ integrals of the form ( holds for all / in L*(£), where /,= n + s m P q
(ii) Assume moreover that l -p^k and either one of the conditions
is satisfied. Then there is a constant C independent of / and T such that Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that the inequalities 
The right side of this relation is a function in L q whose Z, g -norm is dominated by C||/|[ 0 ,j>, where C denotes a constant depending only on p and q. (see [7] p.288). Thus (3.3) is proved.
Proof of (iii). Since t'^T
1 -*-*^*, it is sufficient to prove we have \x-y\~* Therefore, Lemma 3 is established. Now we are in position to prove Lemma 2. It is obvious that Lemma 2 for k = Q follows from Lemma 3. Therefore, it it sufficient to consider the case where kX). From the identity (3.9) and the inequality ( 
10) I K(x, z-)-K(y, z+
where A(r)=min (1, r* +£ ), k+s<Ll, it follows that
\V(jt,x)-V(Jt,y)\
where Q' = Q+r 1 ((»(j') -0(*)) +°!5C^) -y°(Z>(j'). It is obvious that In the case where w>>0 we choose e so small that Let x" and /' be any points in Q". Set *=(*',#") and y =(/,/')-From (3. 8) In this section we shall introduce generalized Sobolev spaces by using "mixed norms", and discuss the imbedding theorem for those spaces. We begin with the following lemma, which is a generalization of Lemma 3. Since the integrals on the right side of (4. 6) and (4. 7) have the same form as on the right side of (4.2), it is sufficient to prove these inequalities for m = l. Consider the case in which s = l e By Jessen's inequality and (3. where a=\x^-y^\ and r = -^--Similarly we obtain the inequalities (4.6) (4.7) for s = 0. Thus we complete the proof of (46) and (4.7). The inequality (4. 3) is the same as (4. 6) with m and 5 replaced by n and m, respectively. Now we consider (4. 4) and (4. 5). From Jessen's inequality and (4.6) ((4.7)) it follows that Since / 0 (^) = (l -^j(^))/(^) is identically zero near the boundary, by using the mollifier we find that there is a function ff in such that Proof. The uniqueness follows from the fact that C*(iJ") R W ltp (Sf) is dence in PF' •>(£).
